
Agile Mining 
Solution



The demand for metals and other mineral 
resources is expected to grow in the next few 
decades. With more countries demanding 
minerals and resources, the mining industry 
continues to grapple with challenges such as 
deeper ore bodies, lower recoveries, increasing 
health and safety regulations, aging workforce 
and increased input costs.

With digital transformation becoming mainstream 
in mining, SAP is critical to realizing a true digital 
mine. Built on SAP Mining best practices, Wipro’s 
Agile Mining (WAM) is a pre-configured and ready 
to use solution on SAP, encompassing the entire 
value chain for mining business processes.

Key highlights of the solution include:

•  Focus on enhancements to operations 
management, plant maintenance, operations 
compliance and commodity sales

•  Deployable on SAP on S/4 HANA

•  Available on a Subscription based “Partner 
Managed Cloud” offering 

•  Leverages a Rapid Deployment Toolkit with 
pre-built accelerators for quick implementation

Wipro’s Agile Mining solution (WAM).

• Procure to Pay with Subcontracting Processes 
for operations or maintenance

• Production planning to model end-to-end  
mining scenarios including  activities for 
re-handling, drilling, blasting, etc. 

• Maintenance includes preventive maintenance 
schedules based on usage such as production 
throughput. Pre-configured solutions for Linear 
Asset Management 

• Record to report provides product cost per 
metric ton of ore across various stages from 
extraction to finished product 

• Contract to cash uses commodity pricing engine 
that captures and executes rules for market 
price and bonus and penalty calculations 
depending on assay content

• Finished product reconciliation provides for  
capturing the weekly or monthly survey  
quantities and comparing the same to planned 
product tonnage in SAP

Solution components:

Digitize your mining operations

with the best in class solution

for agile transformation
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Accurate capture of production cost 
across  operational processes

Savings on maintenance through 
timely and usage-based identification 
of components 

Savings on equipment procurement by  
tracking sub-assemblies (e.g. tires) 
across   their life cycle

Key benefits:

Content          |          Application         |          Infrastructure

Test scripts

Training content

Master data templates

SAP business process content

SAP solution builder building blocks

Industry best practices

Standard approaches

Blueprints templates

Custom objects

14 Wipro mining best practices

40 building blocks/scope item

17 SAP mining best practices

Wipro mining best practice V2.000

Mining best practiceAUVI.607

Best practice baseline AUVI.607

SAP ERP - any DB or suite on 
HANA or S/4 HANA

Figure 1: Solution overview

Sales efficiencies by automating pricing  
calculations and automated invoicing

Tight integration of the SAP landscape 
with operational data capture

Lower TCO with fixed cost deployment 
and transparency

Manage the solution as OPEX with 
our PMC offering (subscription to 
the solution as a service) for 
implementation & support
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, 

BSE: 507685, NSE: WIPRO) is 

a leading global information 

technology, consulting and 

business process services 

company. We harness the 

power of cognitive computing, 

hyper-automation, robotics, 

cloud, analytics and emerging 

technologies to help our 

clients adapt to the digital 

world and make them 

successful. A company 

recognized globally for its 

comprehensive portfolio of 

services, strong commitment 

to sustainability and good 

corporate citizenship, we 

have over 175,000 dedicated 

employees serving clients 

across six continents. 

Together, we discover ideas 

and connect the dots to build 

a better and a bold

new future.
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